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UNLOCKING POTENTIAL  

LEVELLING THE SOCIAL AND ACADEMIC ARENA 

 

Learning Coach 

(Higher Tier Learning Assistant/Teaching Assistant) 

The Levels School is an independent specialist day school offering high quality 

education and exemplary pastoral care to students with dyslexia and co-occurring 

difficulties. Our teaching and learning provision would also meet the needs of individuals 

presenting with a similar learning profile to those with dyslexia and other Speech and 

Language Communication difficulties. As a result, many of our students have a range of 

complex, specific learning, social communication and emotional difficulties.  

An opportunity has arisen for an experienced and dedicated individual to provide tailored 

support to our students.  You will be committed to making a positive difference to young 

people’s lives in supporting and developing their learning.  Your intervention will help enable 

an outstanding learning environment for our young people, providing the support they need 

to succeed. 

This post is initially advertised as full-time from September 2021 (Part time hours will be 

considered for the right candidate). We are potentially able to accommodate an earlier 

start to support with student transition. We are interested in appointing the right person to 

complement our staff team and will adapt the role to fit the strengths of the successful 

candidate.  

Job Summary and Duties 
As a Learning Coach at The Levels School, you will be working under the direction of the 

Head Teacher, and alongside the SENCo and classroom teachers in supporting and 

extending our students learning. The Learning Coach will be an integral member of The Levels 

School team. They will advance student learning; supervise physical/general care of 

students; help prepare bespoke resources; enable access to learning for students and assist 

the teacher in supporting and extending the learning of the students inside and outside the 

classroom. 

You will collaborate with teachers in planning and delivering programmes of teaching and 

learning activities for classes. The primary focus is to undertake educational activities with 

individuals and very small groups within a framework agreed with and under the overall 
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direction and supervision of a qualified teacher. This role may be suitable for a Higher Level 

Teaching Assistant or a Teaching Assistant currently in a Primary or Secondary setting. 

The successful candidate will need to be motivated and enthusiastic. You will be joining a 

committed and dedicated team that have high expectations for students and work hard to 

ensure they achieve their maximum outcomes. Our students are below ARE (Age related 

expectations) in English and/or Maths. All having SpLD broadly in line with those experienced 

by dyslexia and other co-occurring difficulties. 

Enthusiasm is as important as experience, as you will need to inspire as well as teach. 

You will have knowledge and/or experience of a range of multi-sensory teaching techniques 

and be prepared to go above and beyond for the young people we support. It is important 

that you are ambitious for our students and have a desire to problem solve and work as a 

cog in a small team to unpick the nature of their SpLD so that strategies can be put in place 

to allow each pupil to achieve their maximum potential. 

Starting in a new school you will have the opportunity to work as part of a supportive team, 

developing our educational provision working in a dynamic environment where you can 

make a real difference. This is an excellent opportunity for candidates from mainstream or 

specialist education.  

We are looking to appoint a flexible, adaptable and dedicated individual with experience 

in working with students with SpLD and some SEMH difficulties as a result of their barriers to 

learning.  

Our Head Teacher wishes to appoint: 

• an enthusiastic and committed applicant  

• with experience of working with children (essential) with specific needs in class, small 

groups and in 1:1 situations 

• has English and Maths Grade C GCSE or equivalent  

• is firm, kind, patient, consistent and approachable 

• is friendly, ready to join in and engage with learning with the children 

• Is a strong communicator who enjoys working collaboratively 

We would welcome applications from people who have experience in the following, 

although training would be available for the right candidates: 

• Cognition & Learning difficulties linked to dyslexia and dyscalculia 

• Language & Social Interaction  

• Autistic Spectrum Condition 

• Social Communication Difficulties 

• Sensory Processing 
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We can offer: 

 
• Excellent training and ongoing support from experienced specialist teachers both in 

their subject specialisms and in SEND  

• A creative and well-planned curriculum  

• A strong emphasis on staff wellbeing 

• A collaborative and supportive team 

 

Please email humanresources@thelevelsschool.co.uk for a more detailed job description or for 

more information. Closing date 16th April 2021 

(Interviews will be arranged at a mutually convenient time) 

Please note, we reserve the right to close the vacancy early should we receive a suitable 

number of applications. 

The Levels School is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of everyone in our 

care. This post is subject to an enhanced DBS check and suitable references will be sought prior 

to your employment start date. 
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